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ABSTRACT

In recent years, the development of automatic
speech recognition systems has ensured their
widespread use in a broad range of areas. Most of
these systems, however, require large amounts of
training data, making them less suitable for low-
resourced languages and for smaller varieties of
(well-resourced) languages. This paper focuses on
improving automatic speech recognition for Aus-
trian German by means of training data augmen-
tation through neural network-based text-to-speech
synthesis. For this purpose, speaker embedding vec-
tors are extracted from an existing corpus and subse-
quent interpolation between these vectors is used for
the generation of new voices. Synthesised speech is
then used to train an automatic speech recognition
system, while comparing differently large portions
of synthesised speech in the training data. Overall,
we find that performance improves when the ratio of
real and synthesised speech is in the same order of
magnitude.
Keywords: speech synthesis, automatic speech
recognition, data augmentation, Austrian German

1. INTRODUCTION

Given the increasing performance of automatic
speech recognition (ASR) systems, they are also
used more broadly in everyday life. Modern ASR
systems are based on neural networks (e.g., [1, 2]),
requiring thousands of hours of speech, ideally cov-
ering a high degree of acoustic diversity [3]. When
operating in a low-resource scenario, including ASR
for smaller varieties of (well-resourced) languages,
or for less resourced speaking styles, large perfor-
mance drops have been reported [4].

In order to improve ASR performance, different
approaches on data augmentation have been investi-
gated. One method is text augmentation by means of
the mix-up method, which describes the swapping of
words between two or more sentences [5]. Another

method is to acoustically augment the training data,
for which Wang et al. [6] modified speaker char-
acteristics using a non-autoregressive, non-parallel
voice conversion model. To improve robustness in
ASR training, Lam et al. [7] applied aligned data
augmentation, that uses the replacement of certain
tokens in an original audio-text pair and the corre-
sponding adjustment of the audio representations.

Parallel to the development of ASR systems, also
speech synthesis has advanced by integrating neu-
ral networks, leading to the generation of more
naturally-sounding, human-like speech. State-of-
the-art speech synthesis systems at an end-to-end
level (e.g., Tacotron2) generate speech with high
naturalness based on a sequence-to-sequence predic-
tion network with attention mechanism [8, 9]. How-
ever, more conventional systems using deep neural
networks for acoustic modeling (e.g., feed-forward
deep neural network (FFDNN)-based synthesis) also
produce intelligible speech at high quality [10].

Previous research has shown the successful com-
bination of speech synthesis and ASR: In [3], speech
is synthesised with randomly selected voice profiles
and used in addition to real speech data for training
an ASR system resulting in an improved ASR per-
formance of 12.5% WER compared to speech recog-
nition using real speech only. [11] generated speaker
information by sampling from observed speaker rep-
resentations to increase the speaker diversity of a
training set of an ASR system and showed the effec-
tiveness of augmenting real training data with syn-
thesised training data (4% WER improvement).

This paper aims at investigating whether the aug-
mentation of training data for an ASR system by
means of synthesised voices improves its perfor-
mance for Austrian German, a low-resourced vari-
ety of German and contains a variation of the work
described in [12]. For this purpose, we generate new
speaker characteristics by applying linear interpo-
lation to speakers from an already existing corpus.
The generated speaker information is passed to a
speech synthesis system in order to generate speech
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with new voice characteristics. Synthesised speech
is subsequently used to train the ASR system, while
comparing differently large portions of synthesised
speech in the training data. In all experiments, we
use the text from the original training, thus keeping
the lexical variety equal across all experiments.

2. MATERIALS

Experiments were based on two corpora of read
Austrian German. The first one, a corpus created
for speech synthesis experiments, was the Wiener
Corpus of Austrian Varieties for Speech Synthesis
(WASS) with read speech from a total of 19 speakers
of standard Austrian German (6f, 13m) [13, 14, 15].
The reading material contains, among others, sen-
tences from the Berlin-Marburg corpus and the Kiel
corpus, resulting in a total of 8293 utterances. Ap-
prox. half of the material was read by the same pro-
fessional male. Second, we used the Graz corpus of
Read And Spontaneous Speech (GRASS) [16, 17],
which contains a total of approx. 30h of speech from
38 speakers of similar social but different regional
backgrounds. In this work, we only used the read
speech component of GRASS. Table 1 provides an
overview of the data used in the experiments of this
paper. One main difference between the WASS and
the GRASS corpus is that whereas in WASS a small
number of speakers produced a large number of sen-
tences, in GRASS a larger number of speakers read
a smaller number of sentences.

set speakers utterances duration (s)
m f

WASS
train 10 3 6955 20483
dev 1 1 446 1433
test 1 1 446 1395
GRASS
train 17 16 3820 19914
dev 1 1 249 1329
test 1 1 254 1157

Table 1: Training, development and test set of the
WASS and GRASS corpus, with the correspond-
ing number of utterances and duration in seconds.

3. GENERATING SYNTHESISED VOICES

3.1. Method

We used the feed-forward deep neural network
speech synthesis system Merlin [10, 18]. To gener-

ate speech with specific speaker characteristics, we
passed speaker information in form of speaker em-
bedding vectors to the speech synthesis system in
addition to linguistic features (i.e., quinphone, sylla-
ble, word, phrase).

We generated speaker embedding vectors from
the WASS corpus using a Pytorch-Kaldi based
speaker recognition system [19, 20]. The system
employs a learnable dictionary encoding layer as
pooling layer, after which the speaker information
is extracted in form of speaker embedding vectors
[21]. The quality of the speaker embedding vec-
tors depends on the minimum required frame length,
the chunk size and the speaker embedding dimen-
sion. First, we chose these parameters in accordance
with previous work [20]. Next, we tuned these pa-
rameters by considering the equal error rate (EER)
and the minimum detection cost function (minDCF)
of the speaker recognition system, and additionally
the visual representation of the extracted speaker
embedding vectors using the t-distributed stochas-
tic neighbour embedding (t-SNE). The parameter
combination leading to the lowest EER (6.05%) and
minDCF (0.27) and a good separation in terms of
the t-SNE was used to extract the speaker embed-
ding vectors from the WASS corpus.

For generating new speaker characteristics, we
linearly interpolated between the extracted speaker
embedding vectors according to:

v12 = α · v1 +(1−α) · v2,

where v1 and v2 describe the embedding of the origi-
nal speakers and by choosing an interpolation factor
α ∈{0.0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0}, a vector v12 contain-
ing new speaker characteristics is obtained. We then
passed the generated speaker embedding vectors to
a previously trained average voice model (AVM),
in addition to linguistic input features to generate
speech with new speaker characteristics. We syn-
thesised two different data sets: Wsyn and Gsyn.
For Wsyn, text and interpolated speaker embeddings
were based on the WASS corpus. For Gsyn, we used
text from the GRASS corpus and speaker informa-
tion was obtained from the interpolated speaker em-
bedding vectors from the WASS corpus. We evalu-
ated the quality of the interpolated speaker embed-
ding vectors by passing utterances of Gsyn to the
speaker recognition system and considering the EER
and the minDCF. Additionally, the extracted speaker
embedding vectors were analysed by means of the
t-SNE. For example, speech synthesised by interpo-
lation between speakers kep and lsc led to an EER
of 16.05% and a minDCF of 0.53.

Figure 1 shows the t-SNE of the interpolated
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speaker embedding vectors. First, speaker embed-
dings were interpolated, then the interpolated em-
beddings were used to generate synthetic test data
with the AVM, and finally the dimension of the ut-
terance embeddings was reduced using t-SNE. Fig-
ure 1 shows that the linear interpolation of speaker
embeddings leads to a non-linear but continuous be-
haviour in the space of utterance embeddings, al-
lowing us to create a continuum of speakers using
this DNN architecture. We also performed experi-
ments with attention-based recurrent DNN architec-
tures that did not show such a continuous behavior
in the interpolated utterance space. A further quali-
tative evaluation of the interpolated embedding vec-
tors revealed that the transition from speaker kep to
lsc was clearly perceptible.

Figure 1: t-SNE for utterances of Gsyn for
speaker combinations of kep and lsc using differ-
ent interpolation factors α .

4. ASR RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Methods

For ASR, we used Kaldi, a widely used state-of-the-
art speech recognition toolkit [22]. In this paper, we
applied a recipe described in [23], which follows the
conventional GMM/HMM approach and consists of
an acoustic model, a language model and a lexi-
con. The acoustic model includes monophone train-
ing as well as triphone training and is based on 13-
dimensional MFCCs, which we normalised using
cepstral mean and variance normalisation (CMVN).
The lexicon was created using a G2P online tool [24]
for German German. In order to adapt this lexicon
for Austrian German, some adjustments were made
in the used recipe (e.g., devoicing all alveolar and
postalveolar fricatives and affricates), resulting in a
set of 38 phones. The language model based on the

SRILM toolkit [25] used a N-gram model with order
N = 3.

4.2. Baseline Experiments

As baseline, we used the original WASS and
GRASS corpus for training, developing and testing.
With both training sets, we achieved good results,
i.e., a WER below 1% (cf. Table 2), whereby the
ASR performed better using the WASS corpus. Al-
though the GRASS corpus had a larger number of
speakers, the hours of training data was almost equal
for both corpora (cf. Table 1). The better perfor-
mance of the ASR system on WASS than on GRASS
may be explained by the fact that one professional
speaker contributed a large proportion of the speech
in WASS, i.e., about half of all utterances.

4.3. Corpus Augmentation using Synthesised Speech

We used the synthesised Wsyn and Gsyn data to
augment the WASS and GRASS corpus for train-
ing the ASR system. The development and test sets
remained the same as in the baseline experiment.
We experimented with different amounts of synthe-
sised utterances to find the "optimal" ratio of original
and synthesised data. We successively augmented
the original GRASS corpus by means of utterances
from the synthesised GRASS corpus, for which the
synthesised utterances were selected randomly. The
amount of synthesised utterances ranged from 0%
(original utterances only) to 100% (synthesised ut-
terances only), with tighter steps in the area around
50%. To compare our results with findings from
earlier studies [11], we calculated the percentage of
synthesized utterances and experimented also with
exclusively synthesized speech. Figure 2 shows that
in the area of around 50% (i.e., when the amount
of original utterances equals the amount of synthe-
sised utterances) best results were obtained and that
the performance outperformed that of the baseline
experiment (WER of 0.88% is reduced to 0.64%).
We made the same observations for the experiments
with the WASS corpus, where at a 50% mix of real
and augmented data the baseline WER of 0.55% was
reduced to 0.33% (cf. Table 2). The augmentation
for the WASS corpus thus leads to larger improve-
ments than for the GRASS corpus (i.e., the augmen-
tation is more successful if the interpolated speaker
information originates from the same corpus).

To investigate which amount of synthesised data
needs to be added to a training corpus to improve
ASR, Rosenberg et al. [11] used a fixed amount of
synthesised speech and reduced the amount of ut-
terances from the original corpus. They report the
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Figure 2: WER in % for different amounts of syn-
thesised utterances of the GRASS corpus. The
dashed line shows the baseline experiment.

highest performance when the amount of synthe-
sised and original utterances were equal (at 50%),
which is consistent with our observations.

4.4. Using the Synthesised Corpus for Training

We analysed the performance of the ASR sys-
tem when training it on synthesised speech only
(i.e., Wsyn and Gsyn). The development and test
sets were the same as for the baseline experiment.
Our experiments showed that ASR performance de-
grades drastically for Wsyn and for Gsyn, ASR was
almost impossible (cf. Table 2). The poor perfor-
mance for Gsyn might reflect the mismatch between
the speakers of the training set (Gsyn) and the speak-
ers of the development and test set (GRASS), as the
speakers of Gsyn resulted from the interpolation be-
tween speakers from the WASS corpus and devel-
opment and test set from speakers of the GRASS
corpus. When using Wsyn for training, where both
text and speaker information come from the same
corpus (WASS) results in better ASR performance
than Gsyn. These results indicate that synthesised

data results
train dev/test WER SER
WASS WASS 0.55 2.69
GRASS GRASS 0.88 3.54
WASS + Wsyn WASS 0.33 1.57
GRASS + Gsyn GRASS 0.64 2.36
Wsyn WASS 13.85 36.55
Gsyn GRASS 72.92 95.03

Table 2: ASR results in % WER and SER, for
the original training set (WASS, GRASS), the
augmented training corpus with 50% synthesised
speech (WASS + Wsyn, GRASS + Gsyn) and the
synthesised training corpus (Wsyn, Gsyn).

speech performs better as ASR training set when
generated with text and speaker information from
the same corpus. The drastic degradation in ASR
performance when using only synthesised material
for training was observed in previous work from
[11] (32.44% WER).

5. CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was to investigate whether
augmentation of training data by means of synthe-
sised voices improves ASR performance for read
Austrian German, a variety of German lacking large
amounts of annotated speech resources. We used
two corpora of read Austrian German, the WASS
and the GRASS corpus, which were created hav-
ing different applications in mind. WASS, created
for speech synthesis applications, contains a large
amount of sentences read by few (partly profession-
ally trained) speakers. GRASS, created for ASR,
contains fewer different sentences, read by a larger
number of speakers. For both corpora, the base-
line ASR experiments (i.e., trained on the origi-
nal GRASS or WASS data and tested on GRASS
or WASS respectively) showed good results (WER
below 1%). Next, we trained the ASR system
with synthesised utterances only. For both WASS
and GRASS, the WER degraded drastically, for the
WASS corpus to 13.85% WER and for the GRASS
corpus to 72.92%, meaning that ASR was basi-
cally impossible. Finally, we augmented the origi-
nal training data with synthesised utterances, which
improved the performance of the ASR system for
both corpora, even more so when the amount of orig-
inal utterances was in the order of magnitude of the
synthesised utterances, i.e., 0.33% WER for WASS
and 0.64% for GRASS. We observed a higher im-
provement through data augmentation for the WASS
corpus, which is the data constellation where the
linguistic information and the speaker information
originated from the same corpus.

The experiments of this paper dealt with read
speech only. As a next step, we will explore
synthesis-based data augmentation for conversa-
tional speech, where ASR is even more challenging
and data sparsity is even more of an issue (e.g., [26]).
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